In addition to the original Bloch constant S3, the least upper bound of the P satisfying the above theorem, Landau 2 has defined two other constants, S and St, in connection with this theorem. 8 is the least upper bound of the P of Theorem 1 if the requirement that there FIG. 1 be a circle of radius P contained in a single sheet is replaced by the requirement that there be a circle of radius P each point of which is an interior point of some sheet of the map. 21 is the least upper bound of the P of Theorem 1 if it is required that the function fix) be schlicht for \x\ <1. It is immediately apparent that 33^8^21.
The exact value of none of these three constants is known, although upper and lower bounds have been established for all three constants. Landau 2 proved that 8<2l; that 58 < 8 was proved by Ahlfors. 8 The best upper bound given so far for the constant 31 is due to Robinson: 4 3t<0.658. This result was obtained by mapping \x\ <1 on to a circle with six radial slits, three each of two different lengths, symmetrically placed. (See Fig. 1 .) The lengths of the slits are determined so as to make the ten circles shown in the region all maximal.
Robinson's procedure is capable of extension to an infinite sequence of mappings, which can be successfully exploited. The nth region of this sequence (see Fig. 2 ) is that portion of the slit plane enclosed by the circle \y\ =R n . The radial slits of the nth region fall along the lines through the origin and the 3-2 n " 1 st roots of unity. The R n are determined so that the maximal circles in every region shall be of radius unity.
FIG. 2
A similar sequence of regions may be defined for every integer s^3, by beginning with s slits falling along the s lines through the origin and the 5th roots of unity, and ending on the circle \y\ = 1. Call the regions of this sequence G, 8 
(Note that the region G,3, although it contains two sets of three slits each, is not exactly the region D of Fig. 1 . The region C 2 ,z contains only four maximal circles, since it is bounded by the circle \y\ =-R 2 = 2.9557, which passes through the ends of the third set of slits. The circle \y\ =2.9561 which bounds D is tangent to the six outer maximal circles in D.)
Let y =/n,«(aO,/n,«(0)=0, be the function which maps \x\ < Ion to Cn,, (5ê3;»«l, 2, 3, • • • ).
It is clear that the upper bound B", 8 for 21 furnished by mapping \x\ <1 on to C n ,9 is nsB n ,;= i/\/Uo)\. 
The constants p$ m appearing in f±(x) are determined, in terms of the radii R 3 -, so as to adjust properly the lengths of the slits in C 4 : It is possible to show that the upper bound of B^ given in Theorem 4 is accurate to four significant figures, by considering the functions gn(%), gn(0) = 0, which map \x\ <l on to the regions P n , defined as follows: Let P n be the entire plane with all those slits of the region Coo=X^^i CV which end on the circles \y\ = Rk (k=0,1, 2, • • • , n~ 1; Ro = 1 ). Let D n = l/\gn (0)I. Then by Theorem 2 the sequence {D n } increases monotonically to a limit D^^B^. By observing 6 that the sequences {ƒ*(#)} and {gn(#)} are both normal families on the unit circle, we can conclude that they converge regularly on \x\ <1 to a common limit function <£(#)• Indeed, <j>(x) maps \x\ <1 on to C», the common kernel of the sequences of regions {Cn} and {P"}.Thus It is interesting, however, to note that we can prove this last statement directly, without resort to the more powerful theorems on the behaviour of normal families: THEOREM 5. D^^B*.
PROOF. If Q n is the region into which C n is transformed by the function
then QnDPn* For Q n is easily seen to be the whole plane with ju slits along the same lines as the ix slits of P n . Let y Q be the end point of one of the slits in Q n . The end point of the slit in P n along this same line is some point R h e 2mvilli (0Sh<n; 0^m<jj). Now
|y. I -I u n (R h e im^)
I -^RsRl/iK + R^ > R h , Although the numerical improvement over Robinson's result is not very marked, the mapping of the unit circle \x\ <1 on the open slit plane C«> has some features of interest. Each ray through the origin which does not fall on a slit (that is, a ray whose angle with the positive real axis is different from 27rm/3 • 2 n ) determines a "prime end." 8 Such a ray is mapped on to a curve which has a well defined end point on the unit circle. Through the introduction of prime ends the mapping of the interior of domains can be extended to the boundary points. 9 The points on the boundary of the unit circle are mapped either into the slits in C«> or into prime ends. The set S of all points on the unit circle which go over into prime ends is a nowhere dense perfect Cantor set, while the points which are mapped on the slits form denumerably many intervals which lie everywhere dense. Now the set S is of measure 0. Indeed, let y*=<j>(x) map |*| <1 on Coo. Then <£(#)"-» °° when x approaches a point of S. Thus the function
$(x) = x/<j>(x)
is regular and bounded in \x\ <1, since on \x\ <1, |*(^)| ^1/a, where a is the shortest distance from the origin to a point on a slit. Now by a theorem of Fatou, a regular and bounded function approaches a limit almost everywhere on the unit circle. We can therefore extend $>(#) to the boundary (as we have already done indirectly for <j>(x) by the introduction of prime ends). The extended <£(#) is 0 on 5. By a theorem of F. and M. Riesz, 10 we know that a bounded analytic function, which is not identically 0, can attain the value 0 on the unit circle in at most a set of measure 0. Thus rnS = 0.
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